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postcard from around 1900
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Bachelors’ Club in front of the Church, 1930
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SAND seen from the south
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restaurants at SAND
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Completed festgelegt von P.Leesemann
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The history of SandThe origins of Sand date back to clearances undertaken by the Franks. In those days (from about 800 AD) Sand belonged to the administrative district of Deutz that corresponded more or less to the deanery of Deutz. In the neighbourhood feudal farms sprang up that were granted in fief to worthy warriors, in our case to the Knight of Sand. They formed the origin of the later population. More and more plots were made over to settlers and their descendants. Sand is first mentioned in a document of a monastery called MEER with the brothers Adolf and Heinrich von Sand as witnesses. In 1269 Richard von Sand is mentioned as Steward. 
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What SAND looked like around 1895. To the left the “Schulstraße” with the new school
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The Severinkreuz dating back to 1784
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Originally the Court of Sand had its own church; this chapel belonged to the Knight “vanme Sande”. There is little known about the building but in all likelihood it was typical of medieval buildings with a thatched roof. The first clergyman mentioned in a document dated May 7th, 1296, is “Richard de Arena” (Arena = Sand”). From the 16th century on most clergymen were known by their names and their tenure of office was also known. From 1657 the members of the parish were listed in the baptismal and marriage registers and from 1692 they were mentioned in the death certificates. In the years of the industrial revolution the hamlet and its social structure underwent changes because a lot of families from the countryside put down their roots. What formerly was a church-village became a “manufacturing village”. In those days Bergisch Gladbach was granted its city rights. In subsequent years it became the economic centre of the region with Sand being one of its parts.
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Aerial view taken in 1933
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At the end of the 19th century there was a need for a new church, as the old one built in 1657 had become too small. The new church was dedicated to Saint Severin who was the previous village and patron saint.
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The church in 1935
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Saint Severin in the church portal
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1: The Church of Saint Severin SandAround 1300 the (former) church was a so-called independent church belonging to the Knight of Sand. The vassal, in this case the knight, had a church built at his expense and was the owner of all rights and duties. The church was consecrated by the bishop but remained the property of the founder. He had the right to choose his own priest. In later years these rights were to be substantially cut back. In the wake of the rapidly increasing industrialization the number of the villagers grew so rapidly that the small church in the old church yard became too small.
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Church Windows on the east side
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Saint Apollonia
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In 1869 the parochial church council decided in favour of a new church building. All seemed to go well as the plot was bought, donations collected and construction work made good progress. Then the unexpected happened: the half-finished tower collapsed. The remaining part of the structure was a poor sight. The local newspaper likened it to a heap of ruins. 
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the church seen from the east
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church spire on top of the vestry
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The architect and the chief mason were found guilty of bad workmanship and insufficient care. While the architect got away with a fine the mason went to prison for six months. They both had to pay for the rebuilding of the tower. Once erected the rest could be finished without any problems, so that in 1881 the neo-gothic basilica with its three naves could serve its purpose. At the beginning of the sixties the church was being done up. In accordance with the spirit of the age it was “cleared out”. The natural stone walls were covered with white plaster and irreplaceable values such as pews, altars, the pulpit, paintings and statues were done away with.
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crib 1905
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Soon it became evident that the maintenance work had been insufficient. This was due to the poor workmanship when the church was built. From 1978 to 1981 it therefore underwent a total rehabilitation. It also received a new two-part organ that didn't obstruct the view of the beautiful stained-glass window at its back. (The small church in Delling was given the old organ.) In the main entrance you will find the memorial slabs of two important villagers. They were brought here from the old church yard so as to protect them from destruction. One is in memory of the Baron von Leers who in the mid 17th century was the owner of Manor Lerbach. The other commemorates the life of our heroic pastor Johann Peter Ommerborn who from 1826 to 1837 was priest in Sand and who had the beautiful old vicarage built in the vicinity. 
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the apse of Saint Severin
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the Memorial Slab of Philipp Theodor von Leers
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Sander Straße, church and new school
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the new school built in 1876
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2: The old village well At the corner of the parking lot there is a well built of natural stone. In the old days this well served as watering place for people and animals. With the strenuous climb from Bergisch Gladbach behind them it was there that they could have a rest. In 1876 the new basic primary and secondary school was set up; it was from this well that a water supply pipe was laid to the school building. Because of this the pupils had access to fresh water many years before the municipal water supply main was installed. 
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the village well at SAND
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entrance to the village
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3: The cross by the wayside “Weier” Johannes Wilhelmus Weier was a carter and lived at Wesselsteinbach. One day on his way home he evidently missed a rest at the well thinking that he would be back soon. But on the climb home from Bergisch Gladbach he overtaxed himself and it is at this very spot that death carried him away. His family placed this cross by the wayside in his memory. The hardly legible inscription goes as follows: On April, 8th 1823 the well respected Johannes Wilhelmus Weier from Wesselsteinbach died a sudden death from pulmonary oedema. Oh Lord, grant him heavenly peace. He was 69 years of age. 
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cross by the roadside at the road to Herkenrath
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4: The old brickworks:The old chimney of the brickworks could be seen from far away. For a long time during the second half of the 19th century the building boom in Bergisch Gladbach and its surroundings provided full order books. The small house with its wooden panelling a little further up the road served as a roadside pub for the waggoners. Later the first village doctor, Dr. Paul Schmitz, lived in this house. At the beginning of the 20th century the brickworks was no longer a viable business. In 1910 it was torn down, the military moved in and they blew up the chimney. After this and for a long time children of Sand used the area as an adventure playground. 
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former pub. Behind this house to the left there were the former brickworks
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path through the houses at Dombach. In the background: Halfen Dombach
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houses at Dombach, old farmyard Kalsbach
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5: Dombach : the home of knights“Häuser Dombach”, the road that we have just taken, refers to a clan called “Häuser” or “Heuser” that in the olden days owned land here. They presumably got their name from the “Hauser estate” near Dürscheid. The name of “Halfen Domach” is a reminder of the former knights seat Dombach. Such a knight’s estate entitled the owner to a seat and a vote in the regional assembly. The leaseholders of the farms belonging to the estate were called ‘Halfen’. They had to pay duty to the feudal landowner.
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the “Halfenhof”
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view above farmyard “Halfen Dombach”
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In his article about Dombach-Castle Anton Jux writes: “At the beginning of the 13th century a certain Cäsarius von Heisterbach was the first to refer to a castle and a Knight of “Thumbach”. The noble owner of the castle left a badly educated daughter who led an insubordinate and foolish life. She became the horror of the whole region. For a time she was placed in a convent but from there she fled and returned to the castle where she carried on her debauched life. After her death the dogs of the area came together and took dreadful revenge on her corpse, until the farmers chased them away with cudgels. 
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that is what castle Dombach once looked like
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Castle Dombach before World War II
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From about 1500 the “Dombach” became the property of the von Kessel family. After that there has been a series of owners.
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Castle Dombach
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wayside cross “Breite”
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the old estate “Plätzchen” near the Rochuskapelle
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6: The little chapel of Saint RochusIn 1320 Saint Rochus was on his way back from Rome. There he healed people stricken with the bubonic plague by simply putting his hands on them. He then fell victim to the disease himself. He lay down in a little hut in front of the town gates of Piacenza so as to present himself before his Creator. Suddenly an angel appeared to instil new courage into him. From then on a dog provided him with fresh food every day until he completely overcame the disease and was able to continue his pilgrimage back home. From those days onwards, Saint Rochus is looked upon as the patron of all those suffering from the plague and other endemic diseases. It may well be that Philipp von Leers – we already know him as the owner of Lerbach Manor – had in mind this pious legend when – in 1684 – he had the Rochus Chapel built and commended to the patronage of the Saint. 
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the Rochuskapelle
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It is a fact that in several decades earlier the Black Death had also caused havoc in Sand and carried away several members of the von Leers family. In 1690 Philipp donated the small chapel to the parish of Sand stipulating that every year on Saint Rochus day – i.e. on August 16th – a mass is to be celebrated in the chapel. Right up to the present day the inhabitants of Sand have complied with this request. On the Saturday that follows August 16th, a festive High Mass is celebrated next to the chapel. After that there is a joyful parish feast celebration around the village church. 
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in the background the former experimental farm ‘Plätzchen’
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the old playing field in front of the Rochus Chapel
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7: The old road to CologneFrom the chapel we enjoy a magnificent view down over Cologne Bay. The local researcher Anton Jux had became enthusiastic about the beauty of the place: “In these picturesque surroundings the hiker still likes to take a rest where in former times the carter allowed his horses a well-deserved break. This all the more as the nearby pub – the old house with its wooden panelling on the other side of the street in the direction of Sand – offered a good excuse for taking a ploughman’s lunch and for exchanging news”. Both the carters and horses had well earned the rest, because the climb up on unmade ways was the equivalent of slave work. Arriving from Cologne along the Lerbach and then at Oberlerbach through a hollow way and up across fields to the chapel the old road to Cologne takes you to Herkenrath and from there to the County of Berg (Bergisches Land). In those days the road between Sand and Herkenrath still took a detour leading through Halfendombach and Hombach. It is only in the mid nineteenth century that the present road was built, called ‘police way’ by the local population.
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view over Cologne Bay
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detail from a map drawn in 1873
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estate at Herkenrather Straße 100
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8: The Wiedenhof (parsonage)One of the earliest documents still preserved mentions the Wiedenhof in 1349. Knight Konrad von Sand and his wife Kunigunde donated a plot of land to their priest so that he could build the Wiedenhof on it. Until the late Middle Ages a vicarage would be called Wiedenhof. The word is derived from ‘Widembhof’ meaning a farmstead dedicated to the church. In an age in which there were no church taxes to pay the clergy or in which priests were directly paid by the parishioners, such a Wiedenhof served as a residence as well as a means of livelihood. The farmstead offered living quarters, farming, the keeping of animals and often fishing opportunities.In a lot of places in Germany the term “Wiedenhof” lives on as street name or farmland denominations. 
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In 1824 the Wiedenhof at Sand seems to have been badly run down because on June 18th the Royal Administrator of the District of Mülheim on the Rhine says in a letter sent to the mayor of Bergisch Gladbach: “As is well known the vicarage at Sand is in such a desolate state that important repair work will have to be carried out, though a complete overhaul would be preferable”.

M. Dasbach
deed of donation from 1349
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 In 1826 priest Ommerborn decided against living there and preferred to take quarters in Lerbach Manor though the building must have been moist and cold. It isn’t known what subsequently happened to the Wiedenhof. When the lease contract expired it was sold to Richard Zanders who pulled it down in 1880. Until 1880 the Wiedenhof stood at the top of this knoll.

M. Dasbach
until 1880 the “Wiedenhof” stood on this small hill
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9: The Oberlerbach EstateThe Overlerbach Estate is mentioned in lease contracts dating from the early 17th century in which it was called “Oberlierbach”. It is probable that it always belonged to the feudal property of Lerbach Manor and had to pay duty. In 1717 Michael Josef von Leers, the son of Theodor von Leers (the donor of the Rochus Chapel) took over the knight’s manor. But he didn't have the economic skill of his father and grandfather and soon piled up considerable debts. His wife was already dead when he died in 1749; he left behind seven unprovided-for children. This caused the receiver to sell Oberlerbach Estate as well as the farmstead Schmalzgrube in order to save the knight’s seat and provide for the children. The leaseholder of the Unterlerbach Estate, Johann Wilhelm Hamacher and his wife Anna Margareta Herweg, made an offer and for the price of 4010 Reichstaler they bought the Oberlerbach Estate with all its fixtures, the farmstead Schmalzgrube as well as the small houses and the outbuildings. But they weren't granted the right to hunt or to fish in the small stream (Lerbach) and they were obliged to grant free passage to Cologne through the village and its woods. 
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the estate of “Oberlerbach”
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In 1874 the farm became the property of the present-day owner, the Duke Erwin von Wolff Metternich. When in later years Richard Zanders and his wife Anna von Siemens bought Lerbach Manor they also acquired these premises. As the couple died childless, the inheritance went to the van Siemens family. Today the Estate is the only full-time farmstead that is left in Sand.
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sign-board informing people that they can buy produce at LERBACH estate
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house “Schmalzgrube” at Oberlerbach
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10: The Mill at Oberlerbach It takes a lot of imagination to guess the origin of these two houses huddled against each other. They make you think that they have been standing there for a long time. But it is uncertain if they have always been “Siamese twins”. The little stream called Lerbach flows only ten meters behind the houses, the ideal condition for setting up a mill. In 1804 Johann Josef Kohlgrüber was granted the license to build a corn mill on the condition that it wouldn't damage the irrigation of the adjacent meadows and that he wouldn't be allowed to grind the corn of the farmers that were under contract to the mill at Gronau. In those days the old feudal structures and the relationship of dependence – for the preservation of which Ommerborn had fought – were still in force. A few years later they were abolished by the French who occupied the region. What is of interest are the mechanics of the mill. The water comes from the no longer existing millpond that is fed by the Lerbach. From the pond the miller is able to make it flow through a small canal onto the overshot millwheel in the cellar. The millwheel turns activating the grinder on the ground floor.
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old photo of the mill at Oberlerbach with no longer existing millpond
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Evidently the flour was made into bread because in the house next to the stream there was a “Backes”, that is to say a small building with a wood-fired oven. At the end of the 19th century the mill was shut down. From then on the buildings have been used as dwelling houses constantly adapted to the needs of their inhabitants. 
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mill at Oberlerbach as it looks today
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view of LERBACH manor from Hülsenfeld
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11: KaltenbroichTogether with Heide, Scherpenbach and Schmalzgrube KALTENBROICH belongs to the district of Sand. In the old days they were the most densely populated parts. Originally the chief occupation was farming but later on the villagers also worked in the paper mill Dombach as well as in mining that took place in the nearby pit Blücher where these days there is the House of the Friends of Nature. They also found work in the mine Selma next to Schmalzgrube and in the mine Britannia near Knoppenbissen. Becoming more and more industrialized in the course of the 19th century Bergisch Gladbach offered a wide range of employment in the factories that were set up.
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Kaltenbroich, “Bachgut” (brook farmyard) near the source
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 Here we can see the particular nature of the hamlet of Kaltenbroich. In former times house numbers seem to have been allocated completely arbitrarily. It often took visitors and rescue services quite some time to get to the right address. This awkward situation only came to an end a long time after World War II by means of administrative restructuring.
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bleaching the washing; to the left the source (photo probably taken in 1930)
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at the entrance to the village coming from SAND
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12: The wayside-cross OdenthalIn front of house No. 33 there is the so-called Odenthal Cross. In 1831 Johann Odenthal bought a large estate and built a house on top of the small hill. But soon afterwards he began to suffer from depression. In a last effort to rid himself of his melancholy he took the vow – supported by other pious fellow men – to have a cross erected. He sold his only ox and from the proceeds obtained he set up a cross in the centre of Kaltenbroich with four lime trees planted around it. Immediately afterwards his health improved and he lived a happy man for quite some years.
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Kaltenbroich: wintery landscape
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13: The spring in KaltenbroichUntil the late fifties Kaltenbroich wasn’t connected to the public water supply system. The spring provided the inhabitants with drinking as well as household water. Here the women of the village also did their washing. The photos in the display box show us how after the cleaning, the washing placed on the meadow opposite was bleached in the sun. Other pictures show us villagers carrying buckets full of water they needed for the cattle and for home use. In those days, those who lived on the top of the hill had to do quite some carrying. This is the moment to mention that in the ‘Local History Museum for Mining, the Trades and Industry` in Bensberg there is a model of Kaltenbroich that gives you a vivid picture of what the little hamlet was like in 1910.
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At the source at Kaltenbroich
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14: Lerbach ForestIn the beginning in the 16th century a lot of settlements and enterprises sprung up in the County of Berg. The number of farmyards and business enterprises increased to an astonishing degree. The wood from the local forests was used as building material and also provided the necessary energy. As early as the beginning of the 17th century there were complaints that the “bushes” were full of fortification lines formed by felled trees and that it was necessary to buy charcoal from abroad. In 1834 the County of Berg was described as follows: “Either the hilltops are deforested or they are covered with heather and small, crippled birch trees”. It was only in the mid 19th century that a gradual reforestation program set in which was brought about by government subsidies paid by the Prussian State. In the middle of what is today Lerbach Forest and for quite a long time there were several estates as well as ore mines and other business enterprises. Compact woodlands as we know them today were unknown in those days. Towards the end of the 19th century Richard and Anna Zanders bought Lerbach Manor.
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The cross at Scherpenbach and the “Heidegütchen”
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 In doing so they also became the owners of the forests of Lerbach and Gronau as they exist today. It was there that they later built the well-known garden settlement for the workers and the employees of their factories. Lerbach Forest however, was reforested on a big scale. It is not known if they received subsidies from Prussia for doing so. Their main concern was not landscape conservation or regional recreation: the trees were to provide the necessary raw material for paper-making in case of emergency. Fortunately the firm later opened up other sufficient sources so that the forest was preserved unharmed. After the death of her husband Anna Zanders liked to go for regular walks here. In this quarry Richard Zanders was found lethally wounded by his own weapon in 1906. It was never publically established if he took his own life or if it was an accident.

M. Dasbach
the stele (upright stone with plaque) indicating the geographical centre point of Bergisch Gladbach
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The upright stone in front of the bench on the edge of Lerbach forest was intended to mark the geographic centre of Bergisch Gladbach after its merger with Bensberg in 1975. In reality its place should be about a hundred meters further in the middle of the pasture. But as it would then be inaccessible to walkers in street shoes it now stands here by the way side. When it was unveiled it caused quite a stir in the local press because the city centre of Bergisch Gladbach had been deprived of its central position by a small suburb.
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on the hillock estate ‘Plätzchen’ and the Chapel of Saint Rochus
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15: The Cross at Lerbach According to tradition this cross should remind people of the fact that against her father’s will Mary, the daughter of General Leopold von Niesewand, entered a convent. In those days a convent was the last haven for unprovided daughters from rather poor families. Mary’s father, at that time the owner of Lerbach Manor, had different plans for his daughter. In the end he resigned himself to her decision and had the cross erected and provided with the inscription: “Lord, thy will be done”. The local historian Anton Jux writes: “A long time ago the parishioners were given a blessing at this cross when the former “cherry procession” that is completely unknown today walked past Lerbach on its way back from Strundorf. When the manor became the property of the Zanders family the cross was to be transferred to Bonnschlade. But Mrs Anna Zanders, née von Siemens, didn’t give her consent so that the cross has remained in its place ever since”.
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the roadside cross at Lerbach
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16: Lerbach ManorAlready in 1826 the old knight’s castle that had been repeatedly rebuilt was a damp, cold and musty place. The heroic priest J.P. Ommerborn who in that year took up his ecclesiastical post refused to move into the decrepit Wiedenhof which had been the home of all his predecessors from about 1350. But the moated castle that he rented instead was also damp and not very comfortable.

M. Dasbach
Lerbach Manor 1848 painted by Caspar Scheuren.On the left the old church at SAND, on the ascent to the right the “Wiedenhof”
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It is not certain when the knight’s manor Lerbach and a first moated castle (which can’t have been very big) were erected. It is probable that The Knight of Lerbach was one of the followers of the Duke of Berg and that he belonged to the courtiers of Bensberg Castle. A wooded area at the edge the surrounding hills was given to him as a fief for his services. In a document that dates from 1259 a certain Knight Embrico von Leirbeg is referred to. If in the name “Leirbeg” the ‘i’ serves to lengthen the ‘e’ that precedes it and if you pronounce the final ‘g’ like the German ‘ch’ the place name may have been spoken like ‘Leerbech’. It is not quite clear what the meaning of ‘Ler’ was. There are two possibilities. It may have been derived from “leie” meaning slate as well as from the original name for the hills of the county of Berg which was ‘Lyrwald’ referring to its state as a virgin forest. In consequence “Lerbach” might either mean a mountain brook or a rivulet running through the “Lyrwald” = virgin forest. It is known that the owners who followed Embrico von Leirbeg were Gerhard and Maria von Oeßbrugge named in 1384. In the 15th and 16th centuries the knighted families von Forstbach and von Hachenberg were the new residents. In 1657 the knight’s castle that had been converted into a small Renaissance residence became the property of the von Leers family whose name has nothing to do with the name of the castle they inhabited.
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view of the terraces before World War II
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In 1686 Philipp von Leers had the Rochus Chapel built. The fourth generation of the family was no longer able to keep the castle for financial reasons, leading to a repeated change of ownership. In the 19th century there the following owners: Eduard Knobel: from 1834 until 1850. He was an Englishman who had come to Germany because of the prospering ore-mines in the so called coalfield area of Bensberg. He had the manor rebuilt in the classical style. General Leopold von Niesewand: from 1850 till 1865. Duke Levin Wolff-Metternich from 1865 till 1893 who was also the chairman of the Parish Council of Sand. It is from him in 1893 that Richard and Anna Zanders purchased the manor. They faced the same problems that priest Ommerborn had had 70 years earlier: they didn't succeed in drying out the building surrounded by the moat. Mr. Zanders was the owner of a big paper-mill and member of the town council; Anna was the daughter and the heiress of Werner von Siemens, the famous inventor and industrialist. Therefore they disposed of the necessary financial means and were able to engage the well-known Munich architect Gabriel von Seidl to build a new stately mansion upside Lerbach farmyard, a little higher up the slope. The old walls were torn down without further ado.
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old view of the inner courtyard
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Only the big decorative fireplace and the floor with its white and black tiles were put to use in the new home. Seidl’s youngest collaborator Ludwig Bopp (1869 – 1930) became the site manager. Later he became the private architect of the Zanders family. Among other projects he designed and constructed the town hall and – again for the Zanders – the forest colony at Gronau. It is there that he had the dwelling house of the Unterlerbach estate relocated in order to give way to the new Lerbach Manor. During the construction phase of the colony it served as office as well as dwelling place. In 1906 Richard Zanders who was only 46 years old had a fatal accident. Anna, however, lived in the stately building for more than 30 years surrounded by her staff and guests. The people of Bergisch Gladbach lovingly call her “et Liebecher Annche” After her death in 1939 her nephew Hermann von Siemens who lived in Berlin inherited Lerbach Manor.
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in winter
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the Unterlerbach Estate 
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Once again Lerbach Manor experienced changing times: During World War II it was used as a soldiers quarter, after that it was used for a short time as an old people’s home; then it served as an paediatric institute. In 1949 the manor was confiscated by Belgian troops who used it as a recreation home for officers. In 1955 it was transformed into a hotel that offered Kneipp cure activities. It wasn’t until 1961 that it was let out for lease on a longer basis: the Gustav-Stresemann-Institute used it as “Lerbach Manor for European PR and educational work”. In 1986 the sons of Hermann von Siemens (Wendelin and Ruprecht) inherited the estate. When in 1987 the Gustav-Stresemann-Institute terminated the leasing contract both the Siemens heirs as well as the city council of Bergisch Gladbach asked themselves how to make the most effective use of Lerbach Manor.
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workers in the park, 1902
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The estate and the park were put on the list of monuments. In order to have more time to mull over the best possibilities the manor was rented out for a limited period of time: 36 sequels of “Forestry Inspector Buchholz” were shot in and around Lerbach Manor. Meanwhile the inhabitants were shaken by a rumour that the manor might be made into a casino. After 1990 the manor was converted into “Schlosshotel Lerbach” with a three star luxury restaurant attached to it. The opening took place in 1992. The manor is surrounded by a carefully laid out and well maintained Nature Park. It takes its inspiration from English landscaping and boasts quite a number of exotic groves and bushes that are well worth taking note of. On the other side of the road the park extends into the extensive woodlands of Lerbach forest.
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the riding hall
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in the courtyard
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Castle Hotel Lerbach
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17: The two schools at SandThe inconspicuous timber framed house opposite the pub “Schwäke” was the first school of Sand. In 1842 the building was erected at Heidkamp as a club house and in 1850 was “relocated” to the present place where it was turned into a school. There was a dire need for one. In 1832 75 children subject to compulsory school attendance had to walk the long distance to Bergisch Gladbach every day. The first teacher, Mr. Zimmermann - his lodgings were in an annex attached to the school – received 180 Taler (florins) a year. This sum included 11 Taler (florins) and 26 Silbergroschen (silver dimes) to compensate him for cleaning the stove as well as a monthly allocation of 3 Silbergroschen for every pupil. As the number of children in the borough kept growing today’s school was built opposite the church at the corner of Schulstraße / Sander Straße. It already had fresh water many years before at the beginning of the 20th century the municipal water conduit was installed. The nearby village-well supplied the school with the water that was needed. In 1899 the new school had already become too small and was therefore extended.

M. Dasbach
first school at Sand built in 1850
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Were the children of Sand particularly clean or are the summers extremely hot? In any case in 1900 a school bath was put into the extension at a time when there wasn’t a single indoor swimming pool in Bergisch Gladbach. The inhabitants of Sand were also allowed to make use of the pool. With an average number of 300 baths a year this amenity was extensively used. In 1946 the undenominational school was made into a parochial school so that the Protestant children had to go to Bergisch Gladbach as had been the case before 1850. Since 1968 the building has been a catholic primary school. The first school building has been let for a long time and is used as a home. Though it is under municipal preservation order it looks rather run down and doesn’t make a good impression.
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the festively decorated Ommerbornstraße in 1954 (To the left the doorsteps to the old school)
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18: Haus SchwäkeThe house opposite the school, the forest tavern Schwäke, was built by Heinrich Althoff at the beginning of 1851. The initials of his name can still be seen above the front door. At that time it happened that the new priest Schmitz wearing his threadbare coat had his first beer of the day in the tavern and paid for it with ten one Pfennig pieces. Althoff who didn’t know his new client yet drily remarked in the local dialect: “My word, you must have got up very early this morning to have already scrounged such a lot of money”. In 1911 Johann Odenthal who later was to become mayor of Bergisch Gladbach acquired the pub. Soon afterwards the Zanders family living in nearby Lerbach Manor tried to buy up all the plots up for sale in the area. Thus they amassed 3660000 square meters of landed property. To their annoyance Mr. Odenthal was the only one who refused to sell. In 1918 he sold his roadside pub to his leaseholder Bernhard Schwäke. From 1948 until her death the inn was run by his daughter who was quite a character and became a kind of institution in Sand.
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roadside pub “Forest Tavern” Bernd Schwäke
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procession down the road that is now the Ommerbornstraße in 1925
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19: The old vicarageWhen Peter Ommerborn (1762 – 1837) reached the age of retirement he could look back on an eventful life. In 1826 at the age of 65 he became catholic priest in Sand. He had already worked in two parishes (at Offermannsheide and at Frielingsdorf) where in each place he had built a presbytery. According to tradition he made life difficult for the French occupiers. But “his obstinacy to always look forward and never to go back” proved successful till his old age. (Montanus) He didn’t, therefore, hesitate to have his third vicarage erected at Sand despite his advanced age and in spite of the opposition he met from parishioners. When in 1795 the French-Austrian Revolution War reached the county of Berg, Ommerborn resigned from his office as priest in order to join the guerrilla war against the French occupiers. He was so successful that a bounty of 100 Louis d’Or was placed on his head.
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Christmas Season at the old vicarage
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The Monument erected in memory of clergyman Ommerborn
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Not only were the French his enemies. In the county of Berg many a person sympathized with the ideals of “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity” and stood up for the abolition of the still existing feudal system, of guild coercion, bondage and serfdom. Ommerborn’s attitude tended towards conservatism. Soon he joined the Austrian army and rendered valuable service as somebody well acquainted with the battle zone. He had to insist for quite some time before the Austrian Honorary Citizens Medal was bestowed on him. 
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inscription above the entrance to the vicarage
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In 1826 times were more settled again. After the war Ommerborn had been in charge of the parish at Frielingsdorf. He then applied for the ecclesiastical post of Sankt Severin in Cologne but was given the parish of Sand instead. He took quarters in Lerbach Manor. In addition to his original task he at once began the construction of the third vicarage. He now knew the ropes: he had to find a plot, clarify and secure the financing and plan the construction. He sold his two properties at Offermannsheide (up until now it hasn’t been clear how he had become such a well-to-do man), bought a piece of land next to the (old) church and donated it to the congregation “for the purpose of a new vicarage to be erected thereupon”.
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Contrary to what one might expect the parish council wasn’t pleased or thankful but disapproved of the project: its members thought that the costs were far too high. They submitted a formal complaint to the district administrator and the archbishop and even made it clear that they would rather dissolve the parish or see it annexed to Herrenstrunden than have to pay for the new building. This became understandable when one is familiar with the situation of the parish in those days: it numbered about 320 parishioners only a fourth of whom were able to render duties to the church. At that time the salary of a teacher was 180 Taler (florins) a year. Taking this fact into consideration the sum of more than 2000 Taler needed for the rectory the final costs for its construction appear in a somewhat different light.
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receipt signed by J.P. Ommerborn in 1827
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memorial slab to J.P. Ommerborn
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True to the motto “Never look back but always ahead” Ommerborn succeeded in making the members of the parish council change their minds. He was allowed to carry out the construction work for which he was paid 1.689 Taler (florins). Yet as he noted the new vicarage cost him a total of 2.150 Taler (florins). He made a present of the difference to the parish and he also donated the land on which the building stood as well as another piece of land measuring 800 square meters. Mayor Kolter was an insightful man and he therefore thankfully accepted the donation to the church community. At the end of 1833 the presbytery was finished. At last Ommerborn could leave his damp lodgings in Lerbach Manor and move into his beautiful new house.
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the Ommerborn monument on the old churchyard
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a bill worth twenty million German marks from July 20th, 1923
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Regrettably the three years during which he inhabited the vicarage don’t give him much peace. (He died in 1837) In 1835 two members of the parish council filed a complaint against him.
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They pretended he had unrightfully cut down oak trees that were church property so as to recoup some of his expenses. Rather embittered Ommerborn produced the necessary authorization. Having meticulously carried out his ministry for 48 years nothing had prepared him for such an accusation. He didn’t want to know the names of the informers but he would like to have seen them punished. For a long time after his death this bad feeling caused by the building of the vicarage lingered on in the parish. Until 1960 the parish priests lived in this house; then a modern vicarage was built next to the new church that is used today. The vicarage built by Ommerborn was unoccupied and started to go to rack and ruin. Once again it became an eye sore. Everybody was happy therefore when in 1981 a new leaseholder was found who restored the building and made it into a gem.
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the old vicarage, view from the south
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No.20: Old church yard and old churchIn 1894 master roofer Bläsius was paid the sum of 199 Mark to tear down the small old church at Sand to its foundations. How grateful some villagers would be today if he had left it untouched! But then as now little value is attached to landmark buildings with a particularly rich history. And then as now there sometimes remains only a vacuum where historical treasures are destroyed. So it is that one fine summer morning in 2005 two men walked across the Old Sand Church Yard with a gadget that seemed to have been borrowed from a science fiction film.
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the old churchyard at Sand
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churchyard and SAND farmyard approximately 1905
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The inhabitants of Sand were worried. Hadn’t the site been just put in order owing to the interest they take in their past and their readiness to donate money? And hadn’t they just had the old grave crosses and sepulchral steles expertly restored? But the churchyard is in no risk of danger, on the contrary: Professor Michael Werling and Dr. Harald von der Osten-Woldenburg from the Institute of Construction History and the Preservation of Monuments of Cologne University were trying – with the help of a ground-penetrating radar system – to find out more about the small old church or rather:
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the old church at Sand erected in 1653; painting by Carl Ludwig Fahrbach from 1885
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ground penetrating radar survey undertaken on the old churchyard
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about the old churches of Sand. The place of worship torn down in 1894 was by no means the first church at Sand. In fact it is more than likely that already in the 13th century - in any case in 1349 at the latest - there was a small hall church in the same place. It may have had wooden walls and a thatched roof as was the case with many churches in those times. As the two researchers also found out with their ground radar system this place of worship initially hadn’t got a tower. It may have been added at a later date, perhaps at the instigation of Knight Konrad von Sand. In a document dated and signed 1349 this Knight is mentioned as the owner of the farmyard at Sand. The timber framed structure at the east side of the church yard is a relic of this age-old farm. The document also informs us that Konrad and his wife Kunigunde donated a piece of land to the Church so that a dwelling place might be built for the priest. Werling and Osten-Woldenburg found out that the second church was built round the smaller old one. At the beginning of the Thirty-Year-War, in 1619 the old church was derelict to such a degree that the authorities intervened. Their verdict is as follows: “The Ravages of time brought about by several centuries have so much damaged and ruined the House of Worship and it has become so run down that it is beyond repair”.
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ensemble of half-timbered houses behind the old churchyard at Sand
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Church Services can only be held in dry weather. But it took many years before the new church at Sand could be at long last consecrated in 1653. It could only be erected thanks to donations made by church goers as well as by house to house collections. This church remained in existence until the end of the 19th century. In 1741 it was equipped with the first bell, a donation of the then priest Willmundt. It was only in 1851 and again by public subscription that an organ could be acquired. At that time the house of God had once more become too small for the 400 members of the parish at Sand. The construction of a new church was taken into consideration.
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a short time after the erection of the OMMERBORN monument
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sepulchral stone in memory of the Selbach family
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Since the demolition of the old church only the ancient tombs and the church wall bear witness to the changing history of the place. In 1910, that is to say “in the good old times” people began to look for heroes and found one in the person of the erstwhile priest Ommerborn, “the heroic Man of God”. In a way he conducted his guerrilla war against the French with whom Germany was at odds again. In no time at all a monument to his memory was built and the local historian Dr. Ferdinand Schmitz delivered an impassioned and overly patriotic speech when it was inaugurated on November 15th, 1910. After World War II - such heroes were no longer in demand – the church yard was only provisionally maintained, the tomb stones and crosses were overgrown, the wall fell apart. Since 2003, however, local residents and associations together with the Historic Society of Bergisch Gladbach have seen to it that The Old Church Yard receives the regard that it deserves as common cultural heritage.
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view of the old half-timbered twin-house No. 41 from the 18th century taken from the old churchyard
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view of SAND from the north; to the left the “alte Dombach”
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the first two classes in 1898; local village school
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Father's Day joys in the good old days
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The “Eulenburg” around 1910, today a residential building
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From 1939 sack factory, today trading house
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Hike with musical accompaniment
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This first edition card was quickly sold out, a later new edition was given a modern typeface.
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St. Severin 1904 with neo-Gothic altars and pulpit
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Church choir "Gesangverein Harmonie zu Sand" founded in 1862, photo from the anniversary year 1912
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View from Cologne Cathedral towards Bergisches Land
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View over Hof Halfen Dombach
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On the Schieferling, glider construction by W. Höfer (r.)
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View from the Sander church towards Herkenrath




